
 Mirage LED Attachments
A new range of architectural attachments for Mirage LED

  Etched Glass Ring   Mirage LED

  Cylinder   Cylinder Ring Satin Sides

  Overview
To complement the Mirage LED downlighter, there are a range of architectural attachments. The range consists of five different
feature rings, each developed to provide a subtle aesthetic enhancement to the standard luminaire. These feature attachments
can be further enhanced by the addition of coloured rings, along with clear or opal inserts, to provide a staggering combination of
options.
 
Easy Installation
The feature attachments simply clip into the Mirage LED bezel from the front face, and do not require tools to install. This means
that they can be fitted at any time during or after installation, or even retro-fitted to existing luminaires.
Visual Integraton
The attachments can be mixed and matched throughout the building to offer visual zoning and architectural integration. The
additional use of coloured inserts can help with navigation throughout a building by differentiating between areas, as well as just
adding visual interest.
Glare Control
All feature attachments employ the same micro-polymer materials first used in our successful DUO2 range of luminaires and
provide excellent light output ratios. The feature attachments also create an Intermediate Brightness Zone between ceiling and
optic, which leads to greater visual comfort.

Order codes

Attachment Ring

Attachment Ring** MLA-STD

Attachment Ring Emergency*** MLA-EMG
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 Attachments

Clear Inner Disc* MLA-IDC

Cylinder MLA-2

Cylinder Ring with Satin Sides MLA-4

Cylinder Ring with Satin Sides and
Colour Ring Inserts

MLA-4C

Etched Glass Ring**** MLA-61

Etched Glass Ring Emergency**** MLA-61EM

Floating Ring with Clear Sides MLA-3

Floating Ring with Clear Sides and
Colour Inserts

MLA-3C

Flush Ring MLA-1

Flush Ring and Colour Inserts MLA-1C

IP64 Clear Disc MLA-IP64C

Satin Inner Disc* MLA-IDS

IP64 Opal Disc MLA-IP64

Anti-Glare Control Insert MLA-AGC

Colour inserts are red, green and blue

* Accessory for flush ring, floating ring or cylinder ring
** Required for all attachments except etched glass ring and anti-
glare control insert - non emergency luminaires
*** Required for all attachments except etched glass ring and anti-
glare control insert - emergency luminaires
**** Cannot be used with retro fit kit
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